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Proliferating Commercial Internet-of-Things (IoT)

In 1984, the number of devices connected to the Internet: 1000. In 2012, number of connected devices: 
17,000,000,000. By 2020, Gartner estimates anywhere from 26,000,000,000 to 50,000,000,000 devices 

will connect to the Internet.



A Pervasive  and Ubiquitous Network of Devices
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Each ECU is a miniature computer with a specific set 
of tasks and vulnerabilities: More ECUs ==> more risk







Tradeoffs of Adopting Distributed Cyber Networks

Redundancy + Resilience =>Reliability 

• Began during the 1950s with chemical
processes, aviation, marine,
telecommunications and electricity
transmission (e.g. the grid is an
adaptive distributed and networked
supply  chain)

• Efficiency gains to adoption of
pervasive and adaptive process control
networks

• Proliferating with as computing and
remote sensing becomes another utility,
i.e. “grid computing”

Proliferation of Attack Surfaces

• Cybersecurity is effectively an “arms
race”

• Both Tactical and Strategic

• Commercial IoT + Just-in-Time
(Distributed) Supply-Chain =>
Amplified Knock-On Effects (i.e.
Contagion)

• Risks are enormous, pervasive
• Tort risk is nontrivial:

• potential causation and damages
might be deemed more foreseeable
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Pervasive Looming Threat of Cyberphysical Risk

• All stakeholders and constituencies have direct and indirect
physical loss exposure

• Certain stakeholders and constituencies share more substantive
and direct cyberphysical risk exposure

• Others share cyberphysical risk exposure as a genuine threat to
ongoing viability of business franchise (e.g. critical equipment
failure, supply-chain and contingent business interruption)

• Where are these contingent risks currently overlooked? Everywhere!!!
• How cyberphysical risk differs from other cyber risks

• How substantial is the threat of tort liability from customers
and shareholders for failure to act

• Tactical and Strategic Cyberphysical Risk Governance is KEY!!!
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 Cyberphysical Risk Governance: Tech Strategy Considerations

• How should this risk exposure be measured, modeled, managed and governed?
• The role of active ongoing system surveillance and red teams
• Virtual scenario simulation and sensitivity analysis
• Adaptive threat, fault, failure and conditional loss analytics

• Given the threat to ongoing viability and franchise value of firms as going
concerns, who should participate in oversight and support of Risk Managers

• What is the appropriate role and levelof engagement for the C-Suite
and the board (e.g. a cyberphysical risk governance committee)?

• Are there common pitfalls to be avoided, e.g. Google Dorking?
• When is enough security and investment enough? No Silver Bullet!!!

• What about the role of forensic surveillance of tertiary meta-data to enable
active monitoring and simulation for early warning, preparedness, rapid
response and recovery? Adapting and adopting well-established precedents!
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Socio-Informatics: Network Analysis, 
Data-Mining and Text-Mining

Source: CI Chicago

These analytic methods are applicable to many risks: Energy and power and natural 
resource markets; Social systems and integrated modeling of interactions between 
natural and social processes; national security topics, e.g. distributed adaptive 
network control and terrorist networks; supply chain dynamics; biological systems, 
including pandemics; industrial and macroeconomic structures (trade and capital 
flows); other geopolitical, socioeconomic, legislative, regulatory, commercial, 
financial market and policy issues. Copyright © 2011-18 Numerati Partners LLC



Navigating Emergent Risks in Real-Time with Scalable Data Analytics

• Harnessing massive and dynamic datasets for underwriting,
pricing, loss mitigation and claims management

• The need to navigate the Deep Web in order to respond to the
evolving risk landscape

• New data forensics i.e. metrics/analytics to explore deep
structure and collective behavior, and hence reflect future
dynamics

• Spatio-temporal Mapping of Metadata
• In 2012, 2.5 exabytes (2.5 billion gigabytes) created daily;

that number doubles every month)
• In 2013, mobile data traffic = 1.4 million terabytes per month

(Source: iGR); forecasted for 2014 is 2.6 million terabytes/m
• 2018 Projections: 15.9 million terabytes per month

• Mostly unstructured data (i.e. text, audio, video, usage)
which requires special tools (e.g. machine learning)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_process_modeling#/media/File:Process_and_data_modeling.svg

Cyber-Physical
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• The focus of RiskEcon® Lab @ Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York
University (https://cims.nyu.edu/riskeconlab/), is to facilitate the development of software,
analytics tools, and semantic libraries that employ high-dimensional datasets to integrate
conventional data with web-enabled demographic, biometric, psychometric and
sociometric data from innovative sources, by applying a range of computational and
analytical methods to commercial, consumer and population-related societal trends,
focusing primarily on research and development (R&D).

• Our goal is to integrate web-enabled crowdsourcing with machine learning, data-mining,
and text-mining, in order to promote research fundamental to large-scale, real world
questions, employing applied computational statistics, and robust and scalable data
analytic solutions.

• RiskEcon® Lab for Decision Metrics was established in 2011 at Courant Institute of
Mathematical Sciences, an independent division of New York University (NYU). Courant is
considered to be one of the world’s leading mathematics educational and scientific
research centers, and has been ranked first in research in applied mathematics.
RiskEcon® Lab is the cornerstone of the Computational Economics and Algorithmic Data
Analytics (CEcADA) cooperative at New York University, established concurrently in 2011.

RiskEcon® Lab for Decision Metrics @ Courant
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The mission of Numerati® Partners LLC is to manage privately-held data analytics 
investment and development consortia in order to curate the next generation of 
scalable data-intensive risk and liability management enterprises, by providing 
resources critical to accelerating the development of nascent leading-edge 
inferential surveillance, monitoring, and cyberphysical distributed network analytics 
technologies for deployment in forensic domains of RiskTech, LitTech and FinTech
(i.e. risk technology, litigation technology and financial technology). 
Numerati-affiliated consortia curate and commercialize domain-specific use-case 
applications via systems integration and managed service provider platforms, by 
employing fully-integrated, risk technology-oriented domain-specific and customized 
data analytics-driven enterprise solutions, i.e. Solutions-as-a-Service (SolaaS) that 
implement and maintain use-case applications via proprietary value-added reseller 
arrangements of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), 
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) functionality.

Numerati Partners LLC
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• RiskEcon® Lab for Decision Metrics @ New York University
• Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
• General descriptions of other participants:

• Cyberphysical risk engineering (telematics) spinoff  (CEO formerly engaged with Batelle,
DARPA and other programs)

• Global leader in economic regulatory analysis, liability, litigation-risk, causation and damages
analysis

• Social media surveillance and monitoring development teams
• Wearable tech (telemetrics) monitoring development team
• Remote-sensing platforms (cellular, satellite, etc.)
• Leading global Technology Infrastructure-as-a-Service providers
• AFL-CIO leadership
• Governmental agencies (e.g. NOAA, NTSB, DOT, etc)
• NGOs (agriculture, environmental and conservation science, etc.)
• Other Academic Research Institutions, Financial and Technology Industry Participants …

RiskEcon® & Numerati® Eco-System
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David K.A. Mordecai
Samantha Kappagoda

RiskEcon® Lab for Decision Metrics @ NYU Courant
Numerati® Partners LLC
Risk Economics®, Inc.
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